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USING THIS DOCUMENT 

The purpose of this document is to provide direction for advanced troubleshooting of an AMX SchoolView 
system, typically by an integrator’s fully qualified support technician. This person will need to be able to 
physically touch the user interfaces, access the physical connections of the hardware (including some that may 
be protected by physical security measures) and be capable of using basic computer networking tools such as: 
ping to determine presence of a host on a TCP/IP network, TELNET to retrieve system logging output and FTP to 
retrieve and replace files on the primary master controller. The technician must also be capable of using more 
advanced computer troubleshooting tools such as: a terminal emulator to diagnose RS232 communications, 
Wireshark or similar packet logger to retrieve syslog from devices or other information about network 
performance and NetLinx Diagnostics or equivalent software to diagnose the presence of and messages to and 
from some NetLinx hardware. The technician should be capable of configuring their own PC settings at a 
moderate level and configuring testing solutions in the field in order to fully diagnose software or hardware 
issues (or at least be comfortable doing so under the direction of support personnel). 
 
For any specific issue, please be sure to exhaust the troubleshooting steps available in the Troubleshooting 
Guide – Tier 1 before proceeding to attempt these advanced troubleshooting techniques. That document covers 
steps that can be taken by only looking at physical connections and examining settings which can be accessed 
via user interfaces without a technician PC available. 
 
The sections are organized by topic. Each section describes a concept of system operation, tool and how to use 
it or specific testing and troubleshooting processes applicable to a certain portion or function of the system. 
After the completion of these procedures, first your AMX SchoolView integrator and then perhaps AMX 
SchoolView support will need to become involved to further diagnose the issue. 

DOCUMENT CONVENTIONS 

Input must be entered exactly as shown when in Bold Italics, except that: 
Variables which need to be customized per application will be inside <Inequality Signs>, and 
Optional arguments which may be omitted will be inside [Square Brackets]. 
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NETWORK CONFIGURATION AND BEHAVIOR 

VLANS AND SUBNETS 

A simplified description of the difference between VLANs and subnets is as follows: Port-based VLANs essentially segment 
large network switches into multiple, smaller switches. Subnets, on the other hand, are logical arrangements of hosts by IP 
address. Any IP packet which needs to cross between subnets must be handled by a router (gateway). 
 
Some IT departments prefer to segment their networks as much as possible, in order to limit the scope of broadcast 
domains and improve their ability to analyze network traffic. Others might prefer to create one large VLAN and/or subnet 
for the SchoolView system, or be required to because of limitations on their specific network hardware. 
 
One way to verify the configuration of a network port is to set your PCs IP settings as if it were the devices which should be 
connected to that port and see if you can ping other system devices, either on the same subnet or others. 

IGMP SNOOPING AND MULTICAST ROUTING 

Network switches typically operate at layer 2 of the OSI model. Some switches (most modern, managed switches) are 
capable of listening in on (snooping) layer 3 protocols such as IGMP in order to restrict the unnecessary forwarding of 
packets to hosts which do not need them. All switches in a SchoolView system must provide this capability so as to avoid 
the many IP multicasts generated by the system being needlessly forwarded to all hosts, which sometimes results in poor 
performance by those hosts. Each network should also have at least one IGMP querier in order to manage the table of hosts 
which are joined to any given IGMP group. 
 
If IP multicast traffic needs to cross between multiple networks (such as when staff or student PCs need to view video 
streams or participate in the energy management functions of SchoolView), multicast routing must be enabled between 
networks. This is accomplished using Protocol-Independent Multicast (PIM), a family of multicast routing protocols for 
Internet Protocol networks. PIM-SM (sparse mode) is the most typically used version, but PIM-DM (dense mode) may be 
appropriate in some situations. 
 
You can use VLC player and Wireshark to diagnose many multicast issues on the network. For example, if you can use VLC 
to decode a video stream from an encoder while on the same subnet, but not while on another, you may have a multicast 
routing issue. Likewise, you can use Wireshark while decoding a stream to view the multicast packets you are receiving. You 
should only see the packets for the specific stream you are viewing and then when you close VLC you should see the traffic 
stop. If the traffic doesn’t stop, or if you see multiple video streams in Wireshark, you may have an IGMP snooping issue. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS 

COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS 

All descriptions of troubleshooting steps in this guide are described in the context of Windows 7 professional. 
Windows XP, other versions of 7 and Windows 8 may be capable of performing the same tasks, but may be a bit 
different. 
 
Hardware which may not be present on some PCs which you will need for troubleshooting SchoolView systems 
at the level described herein includes, but may not be limited to: 
 

1. A wired Ethernet port for connecting directly to some devices. In some instances a second Ethernet port 
may be helpful, such as remote assistance. Wireless can be less than desirable for remote assistance. 

2. A serial port capable of RS-232 communications, sometimes two are better. 
3. USB adapters may serve these functions well. The SchoolView support team can recommend models 

which have proven to work well for our purposes. 

WINDOWS COMMAND PROMPT 

Windows includes a few command line tools which are very handy for network troubleshooting and diagnosis, 
great examples are: 
 

1. A summary of your PCs current network settings can be seen by typing ipconfig at the command 
prompt. Another version, ipconfig /all will show more detailed information. 

2. A host can be quickly checked for online state using ping [IP]. 

WEB BROWSER 

The current version of any popular web browser should generally work for you while using and troubleshooting 
SchoolView systems. We generally use Mozilla Firefox because it presents some of the pages we will suggest 
using for troubleshooting in a user-friendly way. 

TERMINAL EMULATOR 

A terminal emulator such as shadeBlue Indigo or PuTTY is very useful for troubleshooting serial communications 
and for viewing device diagnostic messages via TELNET. Windows’ TELNET client can be used in some cases, but 
is far less user friendly. Indigo isn’t very expensive for its vast feature set, including multiple session 
management and while it doesn’t do everything Indigo does, PuTTY is extremely feature-rich free software. 

WIRESHARK 

Wireshark is the world's foremost network protocol analyzer. It lets you capture and interactively browse the 
traffic running on a computer network. We use it do debug network configuration as described above and to 
display and record syslog debug messages from Barix devices. 
 
It pays to learn to use the different capture and display filter methods used in Wireshark. You can keep your 
capture file size to a minimum by using the capture filter to only record the packets you want, while you can 
further restrict the visible packets during analysis by specific room or other criteria in order to zero in on issues. 
  

http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
http://www.shadeblue.com/
http://www.putty.org/
http://www.wireshark.org/
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VLC PLAYER 

VLC player can be used to decode and view video streams that will typically be displayed in classrooms using 
Amino video decoder hardware. This can be helpful in verifying the operations of video encoders and verifying 
the proper configuration of the network hardware as described above. 

FTP CLIENT 

FileZilla is a highly configurable FTP client which has multiple session management and queue management 
features. 
 
Windows also has built in FTP features which are built into Windows explorer. We prefer FileZilla due to the 
convenience features mentioned above, which will save you a lot of time typing IP addresses and entering 
credentials. Other FTP clients may be used with success, but you need to watch out for some options such as 
ASCII vs. binary transfer modes. ASCII mode transfers can sometimes change the line end characters in our 
configuration files, which might cause issues; for this reason, binary transfers (which copy the file byte for byte) 
are much preferred. 

AMX SOFTWARE 

You will need the following pieces of AMX software to perform some troubleshooting steps outlined herein: 
 

1. AMX DCS is used to load driver files to and troubleshoot the AVX-400 switcher. 
2. Inspired Signage XPress is used to develop and load signage projects to IS-SPX-1000 players. 
3. File Transfer 2 is used to transfer compiled code, TP4 files, IR files and sometimes others to NetLinx. 
4. NetLinx Diagnostics has all of the diagnostic features of NetLinx Studio, without the IDE (software 

development) features which you don’t need for supporting SchoolView. 
  

http://www.videolan.org/
http://filezilla-project.org/
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CLASSROOM A/V SYSTEM 

CLASSROOM STATUS ERRORS 

The following error messages, displayed on the Classroom Status page, indicate several things about the state of 
a given classroom system; specifically, they indicate different possible failure points in the communication chain 
between the NetLinx masters and the classroom display. 
 

1. If the Online Status column indicates Offline, then NetLinx cannot correctly read the status from the 
classroom Barix. Specifically, this means one of a few possible conditions exists: 

a. The Barix is completely offline. Try pinging it. 
b. The Barix is online, but the /pollingInfo.html page cannot be read by NetLinx because: 

i. The Barix is not running the proper software. Check its /status page. 
ii. There is a network issue between the two devices. Trying using the NetLinx ping 

command from the room master via a terminal session. 
1. Check the room master’s IP settings using the NetLinx get ip command. 
2. Check the Barix IP settings using the /config.html page. 

2. If the Online Status column indicates Online, but the Error Flag column indicates AVX Error: 
a. The Barix is online and properly configured, but it cannot get responses via RS232 from the AVX-

400, using the standard serial protocol. This could be because: 
i. The AVX-400 is not powered on. 

ii. The RS232 cable between them is incorrectly built. 
iii. The RS232 cable between them is damaged or unplugged. 

3. If the Online Status column indicates Online, but the Error Flag column indicates Projector Error: 
a. The AVX is responding to RS232 queries, but it cannot get responses via RS232 from the 

classroom display, using the serial protocol driver loaded into it. This could be because: 
i. The display is not powered on. 

ii. The RS232 cable between them is incorrectly built. 
iii. The RS232 cable between them is damaged or unplugged. 
iv. There is no driver file loaded into the AVX-400. 
v. The driver file which is loaded in the AVX-400 is incorrect for the installed display. See 

testing without SchoolView. 
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AVX TESTING WITHOUT SCHOOLVIEW 

The SchoolView classroom system should be fully functional for audio, video and local control (from the SELECT 
button on the AVX-400 or the buttons on each UPX input plate, if not disabled) before SchoolView software is 
deployed on a job site. This means that you should be able to troubleshoot and prove all functionality of the 
classroom system (except the SchoolView user interface) from within the classroom, without considering the 
system software or its impact on the classroom. 
 
Before SchoolView software is loaded to the Barix, or at any time by disconnecting RS232 between the Barix and 
the AVX-400, you can completely test the classroom for A/V and control functionality (i.e., prove your display 
driver file) without SchoolView connected. If you have disconnected the RS232 as described above after 
software is running, be aware that you will cause the system to report AVX Error for this room during this time. 
 
You can test the most basic functionality of your driver and the hardware as follows: 
 

1. Holding the button (either SELECT or a UPX button, if not disabled) for two seconds, will result in the 
AVX-400 sending either the on or off string as defined in your display driver file. 

a. The on will be sent if the state is initially unknown or if the current state is off. 
b. The off will be sent if the current state is on. 
c. If the current state is never updated by a power status query, on and off should alternate. 

2. Pressing a button momentarily should switch the AVX-400 input (cycle through inputs if SELECT, or to 
the specific UPX plate which was pressed). The AVX-400 will send the input select string defined for the 
type of input plate which is connected to the newly active input. 

 
You can test more advanced functionality (ultimately, all functions used by SchoolView) of the driver file and 
hardware by connecting your PC to the AVX-400’s front panel RS232 port (perhaps via the cable meant for the 
Barix, or a test cable) and sending the following commands, each terminated with a <CR> (9600,8,N,1,None): 
 

ASCII Description ASCII Description 

DOF Turns off the display. DON Turns on the display. 

DST? Queries the display status; returns 
the current display status. 
Sample Output: "DST-<A|B|C|D|E>" 
(A=Power, B=Input, C=Lamp Time). 

FWV? Queries the firmware version of the 
AVX-400; returns the current 
firmware version. 
Sample Output: “v2.4” 

INP<input> Variable: input = source input (1-4). 
Activates source <input>. 

PDI Returns from passthru mode; re-
enables interrogation. 

PEN Puts the AVX-400 into passthru 
mode; disables all interrogation. 
During passthru mode, DST response 
should be: “DST-<DISABLED>”. 

DCM<CR><x> Triggers a dynamic user command. 
Variable: x=Command. You may need 
Indigo or similar to send this at once. 
See Tech Guide for command names. 
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DISPLAY CONTROL DEBUGGING 

Another technique you can use to debug display control if necessary is to place you PC, running a terminal 
emulator, in between the AVX-400 and the classroom display. You might need to do this, for example, if you 
believe the display driver is correctly configured but you aren’t getting the expected results. With this type of 
testing, you can see exactly what commands the AVX-400 is sending and how, if at all, the display is responding. 
 
Using a PC with two serial ports (the SchoolView tech team can recommend a model), you can connect your PC 
to both devices at once and using Indigo or similar, you can even pass commands from one device to the other 
while monitoring them on your PC to see what’s going on in real time. Even without a pass through mode, you 
can record the commands coming from the AVX-400 and send them to the display the same way manually. This 
can help you to configure your driver file to properly parse the status responses of the display. 
 
Keep in mind that while AMX DCS requires entry of command data in HEX bytes (it does have an ASCII converter 
built in), your terminal emulator may display the data it receives in ASCII only, or some other way. Know your 
tools and what to expect when gathering command data with these tools. Indigo allows you to format incoming 
data to the screen in many different ways, but some programs may only be able to display ASCII printable 
characters, making them sometimes difficult to use with certain devices which use mostly non-ASCII printable 
bytes in their control protocol. For example, consider the following example power on command, presented in 
multiple ways that you might see it displayed, depending on software and settings: 
 

1. NetLinx mixed string expression: “’PON’,$0D” or “’PON’,13” 
2. Only ASCII printable bytes displayed: PON 
3. ASCII bytes with control codes displayed: PON<CR> 
4. All bytes displayed as hex values: 50h,4Fh,4Eh,0Dh 
5. All bytes displayed as decimal values: 80,79,78,13 
6. All bytes displayed as binary values: 01010000,01001111,01001110,00001101 

 
OK, that last one was just for fun and won’t likely be seen, but it helps make the point. As you can see in 
example 2, sometimes you can’t see every byte that comes in. That can be the difference between success and 
failure when trying to determine why display control isn’t working. As mentioned before, some devices’ entire 
command protocol may be constructed of non-ASCII printable bytes (those bytes with a decimal value of 0-31). 
If you need additional information regarding this topic, search the internet for an ASCII table or use the built in 
data conversion tools of your favorite terminal emulator. 
  

http://www.asciitable.com/
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BARIX CONFIGURATION AND EVENT HANDLING 

BARIX CONFIGURATION AND STATUS PAGES 

There are several web pages hosted on our Barix audio decoders, which may offer some useful information 
when troubleshooting. Simply comparing these web pages between a working and non-working room may 
uncover the configuration error which leads to a room not working properly. Some of these pages are: 
 

1. /config.html 
a. This page allows you to examine and enter modifications to the configuration settings of the 

device. Generally, the values on this page should be the same for classrooms of the same type 
excepting, of course, the IP address. 

2. /status 
a. This page is for viewing only and allows you to examine the hardware type, firmware and boot 

loader versions, running software application, application version number and multicast 
addresses in use on a particular device, among other things. 

3. /svstatus.xml 
a. Much of the same information appears here as does on the previous page, but one specific 

advantage is that it allows you to see the error flag a particular room has active before the next 
NetLinx polling loop reads it again. 

b. The <err> tag, as mentioned above, in this file can have the following values: 
i. 1 – Normal operation. 

ii. 2 – Projector Error; indicates RS232 issue between AVX and display. 
iii. 3 – AVX Error; indicates RS232 issue between Barix and AVX. 

4. /pollingInfo.html 
a. This is the page which is parsed by the NetLinx polling loop, to determine the status of a given 

Barix and connected equipment. It is not very easily human readable, but it’s good to know you 
can check that it exists and has values populated in it with your browser. 

THE EVENT PROCESS 

When any system event, such as a scheduled bell or display shutdown time, or a manual emergency alert, bell, 
PA page, remote audio, video broadcast or background music event is started, the NetLinx masters send out an 
event message to the classroom Barix devices. The Barix devices each then decide whether they should be a part 
of the event and what they need to do. If they determine that they should respond to this particular event, they 
will first record the current state of the room so it can be returned after the event ends. They might then mute 
local audio inputs, switch to a different input (such as input 4 for a campus video event), turn on the display, etc. 
Whatever is needed to respond to the event message they’ve received. At the end of the system event, the 
NetLinx masters send out another event message to indicate that the event has now ended; the Barix units 
involved should then return their rooms to their previous state, which was recorded at the start of the event. 
 
These event messages can be viewed in the primary NetLinx master’s diagnostic messaging and the resultant 
classroom actions can be viewed in syslog messages from the Barix in each classroom. 
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USER INTERFACE MESSAGES 

Button presses from the SchoolView user interfaces are handled in a similar way to the event messages. When 
you press a button on any SchoolView user interface, a message is sent to the NetLinx masters and subsequently 
they send a message to the classroom Barix in order to affect the classroom equipment. 
 
These user interface messages can be viewed in the appropriate NetLinx room master’s diagnostic messaging 
and the resultant classroom actions can be viewed in syslog messages from the Barix in each classroom. 

BARIX SYSLOG AND CGI COMMANDS 

Syslog is a standard for computer data logging. SchoolView classrooms output debugging messages related to 
the operation of those classrooms via Syslog on UDP port 514, when the debug function is activated.  
 
There are a few different types of CGI commands you can use to interact with the Barix devices during 
troubleshooting. In each case, the commands will be sent to the Barix using a web browser and should be 
entered in the following format: http://<barix_ip>/<command>.cgi?<value1>[&<value2>][&<value3>][...] 
 
It’s important to know the differences and how the Barix will respond to each one, in order to get the most out 
of troubleshooting. The types of commands you’ll use are: 
 

1. /setup.cgi? – These commands will cause the Barix to reboot and will adjust the value of a memory 
location on the Barix, for example the Syslog destination address, as shown below. Sometimes you don’t 
want to reboot a device before troubleshooting, because a reboot might clear the problem. In these 
cases, don’t do anything that requires a setup.cgi? command. 

2. /basic.cgi? – These commands will not cause the Barix to reboot and will cause some action to be 
executed in the running SchoolView application, for example enabling or disabling Syslog messages, as 
shown below. 

3. /rc.cgi? – The only two examples of this type of command you may use will both cause the Barix to 
reboot; they are: 

a. /rc.cgi?c=99 which will simply reboot the Barix; and 
b. /rc.cgi?c=100 which will reboot the Barix in boot loader mode, as would be desired if you 

needed to manually load a software file to the Barix. 
 
By default, the Barix will broadcast its Syslog messages to the local subnet. This means that all other hosts on the 
local subnet will receive the messages. Therefore, if your PC is on the same subnet as the Barix, you can look at 
the messages using Wireshark without rebooting the Barix. This may be necessary to troubleshoot problems 
which are temporarily resolved by a reboot of the Barix. The Barix will not send many messages by default, but 
complete classroom debug messages can be enabled & disabled using these commands: 
 

1. /basic.cgi?debug=on will temporarily enable debugging, until a reboot. 
2. /basic.cgi?debug=off will disable debugging. 

 
If it is necessary to redirect the messages to another host outside of the local subnet (such as a PC elsewhere on 
the network, including across a VPN in most cases) you can specify a destination IP address: 
 

1. /setup.cgi?I200=<destination_ip> will permanently re-direct the Syslog output. 
2. /setup.cgi?I200=0.0.0.0 will re-direct the destination to default (local broadcast). 
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It is also possible to enable Syslog permanently, allowing you to view the first messages generated immediately 
after boot time: 
 

1. /setup.cgi?B856=1 will permanently enable debugging. 
2. /setup.cgi?B856=0 will disable debugging. 

 
It is allowable to concatenate multiple values in the same command, in order to limit the number of reboots. We 
will typically do this with the two commands you have just learned: 
 

1. /setup.cgi?I200=<destination_ip>&B856=1 will both re-direct and enable debugging. 
2. /setup.cgi?I200=0.0.0.0&B856=0 will both re-direct and disable debugging. 

 
Once you’ve enabled debugging and are viewing the messages using Wireshark, you can observe the following 
useful information in the messages: 
 

1. AVX-400 serial commands and responses. 
2. SchoolView user interface messages. 
3. Event messages, which can include: 

a. Audio stream ports. 
b. Video stream addresses/ports. 

i. Both of these are useful in determining whether a room is decoding a particular source. 
c. Two way intercom behavior. 

i. The sending stream port number for each side of a two way intercom transaction is 
calculated as 12300 plus the last octet of the sending Barix IP address. You should be 
able to see the two Barix devices exchange between the two streams as they talk. 

ii. When a room is in Hands Free Mode it will begin to send as soon as the admin user 
releases their PTT button; when not in Hands Free Mode, you will have to press the PTT 
button on the room end before it will begin to send. 
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AMINOS AND STREAM DELIVERY 

AMINO TESTING 

If an Amino doesn’t appear to be working properly (i.e., a room doesn’t see any streaming video), first verify 
that the room is indeed switching to the campus video input. Then examine the following: 
 

1. Does it have link lights on the Ethernet port? If not, check cabling and the network drop. 
2. Ping it from your PC. 
3. Check the configuration settings. 

 
If you are watching the video output of the Amino, you can use an Amino IR keyboard or a connected USB 
keyboard to manually tune a stream: 

1. On the Amino IR keyboard, press the GOTO… button. 
2. On a USB keyboard, press the F10 button. 
3. Enter a video stream address into the address bar in the following format: 

a. igmp://@<multicast_ip>:<port> 
 
You can also configure your PC with the IP settings that the device is using and connect your PC to the network 
in place of the Amino; then you can use VLC to decode a stream and prove video streaming to that port. 

AMINO CONFIGURATION 

You can examine and adjust the Amino’s settings via the on-screen menu by pressing Alt-m on either keyboard 
described above and entering the password: leaves. If you change a setting, you’ll be prompted for another 
password: snake. These are the settings which are absolutely mandatory for the Amino to function normally in a 
SchoolView system: 
 

1. DHCP must be off. 
2. A static IP which agrees with the system configuration files must be defined. 
3. A proper Gateway and Netmask must be defined. 
4. The browser homepage must be defined as follows: 

a. http://<room_master_ip>:8188/aminoTV.html for a classroom. 
b. http://<source_master_ip>:8188/aminoAudio.html for an audio extract Amino. 
c. http://<source_master_ip>:8188/aminoPvwWin.html for a video preview Amino. 

 
You can also use the following commands via TELNET (login: root; password: root2root) to verify the settings: 
 

1. libconfig-get NORFLASH.DHCP 
2. libconfig-get NORFLASH.IPADDR 
3. libconfig-get NORFLASH.NETMASK 
4. libconfig-get NORFLASH.GATEWAY 
5. libconfig-get NORFLASH.IPADDR 

 
You can change a setting by replacing get with set and adding a value, as in: 

1. libconfig-set NORFLASH.DHCP N 
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STREAMING ADDRESS DELIVERY 

The Amino decoders, via the browser homepages specified above, check with the NetLinx masters as to which 
video stream they should be decoding at any given time. You can see which stream each Amino is being told to 
decode in the NetLinx master diagnostic messaging for the associated room master. With Amino info enabled, 
you will see constant messages showing each Amino IP and the stream it should be decoding: 
 
(1860552477) 2013-03-20 23:15:26  <amino_ip> - Get URL igmp://<multicast_ip>:<port> 
(1860552508) 2013-03-20 23:15:26  <amino_ip> - Get URL igmp://<multicast_ip>:<port> 
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NETLINX DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGING 

SERIAL CONNECTION TO NETLINX MASTERS 

All SchoolView NetLinx masters have a PROGRAM serial port, which can be used as an alternative for diagnostic 
messaging if TELNET is unavailable. Except establishing the connection, the two work identically for this purpose. 
 

1. Connect a DB9 F-F null modem serial cable between the master program port and a PC serial port. 
2. Determine the master’s program port baud rate. 

a.  38400 – Factory default setting. 

b.  115200 – Maximum speed; commonly set in the field. 
c. Changing the baud rate requires power cycling the master after the switches are set. 

3. Use a terminal emulator to open a terminal session. 
a. COM port settings: 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, no flow control. 

4. In order to see your keystrokes, send echo on to the terminal session. If successful, you should see a 

prompt  appear in the terminal. 
 
See TELNET section for commands to enable diagnostic messages. 

TELNET TO NETLINX MASTERS 

Establish a TELNET connection to the NetLinx master using your software of choice. Turn messaging on by 
issuing one of the following commands: 
 

1. msg on will enable all SchoolView generated messages. 
2. msg on all will enable all messaging, including firmware messages which may be useful in some cases. 

USEFUL COMMANDS 

You can use the following list of commands to aid in troubleshooting SchoolView systems: 
 
NetLinx Native Commands: 

1. date will display the current date setting. 
2. ping allows you to ping an IP or hostname, as in ping www.google.com; can be used to verify DNS. 
3. pulse allows you to pulse a NetLinx channel, as in pulse 5001:9:0,1; can be used to test IR files. 
4. reboot will reboot the master, or can reboot a device, as in reboot 10001. 
5. route mode direct sets the masters route mode to direct mode. 
6. show log all shows the previous 1000 log messages; may be useful if an error happened very recently. 
7. time will display the current time setting. 
8. url list will display the initiated connection list URLs of a device. 
9. dns list will show the DNS configuration of a device. 
10. get ip will show the IP configuration of a device. 
11. show device will display a list of connected devices. 
12. show system will display a list of devices in a system. 
13. show system /min will display a list of devices in a system with minimal details. 
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SchoolView Specific NetLinx Commands: 
1. Send to primary NetLinx master only; will affect all masters: 

a. send c vdvCmdServer,'debug=65535' will enable all SchoolView diagnostic messages. 
b. send c vdvCmdServer,'debug=0' will disable all SchoolView diagnostic messages. 
c. send c vdvCmdServer,'getversion_global' will report all software version numbers. 

2. Send to any NetLinx master; will affect only that master: 
a. send c 41001:1:0,'PROPERTY-EnableAminoInfo,0' will enable Amino stream messages. 
b. send c 41001:1:0,'PROPERTY-DisableAminoInfo,0' will disable Amino stream messages. 
c. send c vdvCmdServer,'getversion' will report software version number. 

PERIODIC MESSAGES 

Below is a sample of the normal, periodic messages which can be seen from the primary NetLinx master while 
diagnostic messages are enabled: 
 
(1846664201) 03/20/13 23:00:08 System Time is: 230008 – indicates a time update to SchoolView devices. 
(1846670550) Master No. 501 has completed its poll loop. 
(1846670552) No rooms, so going to sleep of 60 seconds 
(1846672704) JVMUsed: 11,194,652 Total: 16,777,216 03/20/2013 23:00:17 
(1846702714) JVMUsed: 11,253,244 Total: 16,777,216 03/20/2013 23:00:47 
(1846711539) ClockMgr: Setting system time to - WED MAR 20 23:00:56 2013 – indicates re-sync to time server. 
 
Below is a sample of the normal, periodic messages which can be seen from a room NetLinx master while 
diagnostic messages (except Amino) are enabled: 
 
(1860129054) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.101 
(1860134241) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.104 
(1860141261) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.108 
(1860148282) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.21 
(1860149208) JVMUsed: 6,728,220 Total: 16,777,216 03/20/2013 23:08:42 
(1860153452) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.110 
(1860160472) Poll Room IP is: 0.0.1.6 
(1860165475) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.103 
(1860172496) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.102 
(1860177665) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.109 
(1860179227) JVMUsed: 7,534,780 Total: 16,777,216 03/20/2013 23:09:12 
(1860184686) Poll Room IP is: 0.0.1.9 
(1860189689) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.111 
(1860196710) Poll Room IP is: 192.168.209.105 
(1860203731)  Master No. 503 has completed its poll loop. 
(1860203743) 23:09:36 Poll all rooms took: 00:01:14.783 
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EVENT-DRIVEN MESSAGES 

Event-driven messages which can be seen from the primary NetLinx master while diagnostic messages are 
enabled include the following types: 
 

1. System event start messages. 
2. System event end messages. 
3. Re-triggered event messages. 

 
These different event messages include information about the type and priority level of the event. 
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SCHOOLVIEW CONFIGURATION FILES 

CONNECT VIA FTP 

You can connect to the primary NetLinx master to transfer configuration files to and from it via FTP, using your 
preferred FTP client. Be sure to perform file transfers in binary mode. You must provide credentials for this 
connection (user: administrator; password: password). 

FILE STRUCTURE 

The remote (NetLinx) directory is /doc:user should you need to specify one. This directory should contain, at a 
minimum, the following: 
 

1. /firmware – a folder containing the necessary files for a classroom software update. 
2. /images – a folder containing the necessary images for the admin touch panel. 
3. Several encoded .xml files, each providing specific information your SchoolView system needs to run. 

FILE MANAGEMENT 

You may need to download one or all of these files in order to send them to AMX SchoolView support in cases 
where we don’t have the ability to connect to a site remotely. It is also a good idea to download a backup copy 
of these files before loading new files we have provided to you for an update or other maintenance, just in case. 
 
If you do have to upload new files to the NetLinx master, you will need to immediately reboot the NetLinx 
master after the upload has been completed. This will allow the new files you’ve uploaded to be read in at boot 
time and the system re-configured. It’s important that the admin touch panel not flip to the splash screen in 
between the upload and reboot, as the files will begin to be overwritten when this happens. 
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HEAD END DECK CONTROL 

OPTIONS AND CONTROL TYPES 

Source decks may be controlled by the NetLinx NI-3100 in either the audio or video racks. Audio decks, such as 
AM/FM tuners and CD players may be controlled via IR or RS232, while video decks, such as DVD players and 
satellite tuners may be controlled via IR only. IR controlled decks need only have IR files customized for them, 
while RS232 decks must be tested and code developed for their control at AMX. 

DEBUGGING DECK CONTROL 

With an IR file loaded into an IR port on the NetLinx master, you can pulse the control codes manually using the 
NetLinx pulse command. You can also see which channels are being told to pulse on the port based on user 
interface input using NetLinx Diagnostics. 
 
In the case of RS232 controlled audio decks, you can only: 
 

1. Verify your cable is correctly built and connected. 
2. Verify that the port is sending and receiving RS232 by placing a loopback (pin 2 to 3) on the port and 

watching the port activity lights while pressing user interface buttons. 
 
As mentioned above, the RS232 control protocol must be developed and tested at AMX. 
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